
Continental hollow-core fibre rod tumble track

Details
Continentals NEW DESIGN "round rod" 2m wide, UK made fibreglass rod tumble track can be
supplied in any length to suit your facility - track panels can be shortened to suit.

Continental's rods incorporate a new design and upgraded performance - now featuring hi-
performance hollow-core rods with an improved Coefficient of Restitution ("CoR") for a faster and
more efficient rebound.

We can supply our tumble track recessed into shallow pits with pvc covered foam edge padding around the
pit, or not recessed but with a pvc skirt around the edges of the track. Landing areas and run-ups are available
to suit the track.

We have supplied our tumble tracks in arange of lengths for a variety of uses:

Gymnastics tumbling
Freestyle tricking
Football training
Theatre / stunts

All carpet surfaces are available in green, grey or blue and all pvc skirts are available in your choice of 22
colours to suit your facility.

The track incorporates interlocking steel frames with round fibreglass rods. Each frame is now 2m wide x 1.2m
long and contains 16 rods (our previous design tracks were 1.8m wide). The surface is a sandwich of two
layers of high performance Tribond foam heat bonded to needlepunch polypropylene carpet. A standard FIG
length track comprises 21 panels.

The track is supplied as standard with a white VELCRO® central strip and two red VELCRO® strips to mark the
edges of the track.

Also available:

Ref:338E- Tumble track landing area. 6m x 3m x 265mm pvc covered mat area with a foam and carpet
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laminate coverall pad complete with velcro landing zone markings.

Ref:338D- Tumble track run-up comprising plywood panels mounted on timber and rubber rails complete with
a carpet and Tribond foam laminated surface. Available in any length to suit.
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